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THE BIG SNEEZE
MICK MOSS

The first sneeze came with such force that Jake

involuntarily stamped hard on the floor, sending clouds of

dust flying. This explosion was followed by a ringing silence,

then the creak of old wood. A shudder ripped down his spine

and he knew there was no way he could stop that second

sneeze. The one that sent him crashing through the

blackened floorboards.

Somebody might have heard a wheezy voice uttering a

string of very rude expletives, the kind that would have

earned him a clout round the ear from his mum, but no one

did. Jake rolled himself off the debris and found a chink of

light in which to inspect his wounds. Pulling out a filthy

hanky he dabbed at the blood oozing from his knee through

the tear in his jeans. “Could have been worse,” he muttered.

Then he remembered. “Shit. It’ll mean a booster! ” But it was

no big deal, he was used it. Tetanus jabs are a common

occurrence in a ghost buster’s life.

Out on the front steps of the old Victorian house he

hawked a big green black-speckled gob at a shrub. It hung on

a sunlit leaf like a malevolent chrysalis. Jake watched it

slowly stretch and drop to the leaf below, where it stayed.

Before too long there was a collection of speckled gobs

spread on the bushes around him in varying states of drip.

This was very gratifying, and he made bets with himself

which one would fall first. He wasn’t wheezing so much

now, so it was time for a cig. Digging the squashed packet

from his back pocket he sat down and lit one up, coughed,

gobbed again, and took another satisfying puff.

His mum was always moaning at him – “it stunts your

growth.”

‘Yeah right,’ he thought, ‘never stopped her growing

that big mouth! ’ He checked his knee. There would be a nice

big scab to pick at and show off in the playground. Of

course she would nag at him, but she didn’t understand.

Ghost busting was a dangerous business. You couldn’t

always expect to come away unscathed. ‘Silly old cow,’ he

thought as he flicked the butt into the overgrown garden.

“That is not a very nice thing to call your mother,”

said a voice from somewhere behind him.

Jake turned to see a girl about his age leaning against

one of the portico pillars. “What?”

“I said not to talk about your mother like that.”

“Get lost.” He turned away. The last thing he needed

now was some soppy twelve-year-old girl telling him how to

speak.

“She will miss you when you are gone.”

“Fat chance.”

The girl sat next to him.

“Wanna ciggie?” he asked her.

“No thank you. Smoke hurts my lungs.”

“Suit yourself.” He thought she was talking crap since

she smelled of bonfires. That stale, acrid smell of old wood

and burned paint. And she spoke funny, like not from round

here. Jake noticed that the girl’s feet were bare, and filthy.

Come to think of it so was her dress.

He reckoned she was from the caravans where the

old factory used to be. He and some mates had a good den

down there, but since the travellers arrived they’d kept

away. Those kids were dirty fighters and hanging around

with one of their sisters was just asking for it. He got up to

go.

“You have been in there,” she said, nodding back into

the house.

“So? ‘Snot yours is it.”

The girl stood up and came towards him. “I know

what you have been doing,” she said, smiling at him.

There was something about her smile, he couldn’t

figure out what, but something. Grown-ups might have said

it was alluring, but Jake didn’t know big words like that.

Maybe she fancied a snog? He looked around, nervous in

case she had a gang of brothers hiding in the bushes waiting

to beat seven kinds of shite out of him.

“Come back inside with me,” she said, holding out a

hand. “I want to show you something.”

“What?”

“It is a secret.”

It was an offer too good to refuse.

He followed her into the house, which seemed dark

and cold now, after being outside. Jake wouldn’t normally

let a soppy girl lead him anywhere, least of all into an old

house that was, by rights, a boys only sort of a place, really.

But she obviously knew her way around the piles of stuff

that had been dumped there as well as he did. All the bin

bags, a shopping trolley, a broken telly, the rubble. There

was nowhere in it he hadn’t explored. No hidden crooks or

grannies he didn’t know about.

“So where’s this secret then?”

She turned, smiled at him, and nodded towards the

charred staircase. He followed her. Uh huh. Snog it is then.

Fox.

She led him along the corridor to the room he was in

before.

“Look,” she said, pointing through the hole in the

floor.

Jake was only half surprised to see his twisted body

lying on the pile of rubble.
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KAYLA ALLEN

When the snow closes the back roads in my

town, I go out of my way to walk down them by myself.

This way, I can pretend I’m the last person on earth.

Only my tracks, and those of the occasional deer,

break the perfect blanket of fresh snow. Sometimes I

pass by the animals and they, still so accustomed to

seeing humans, simply watch me. But I can pretend

that when the snow melts in the spring and they have

their fawns, the tiny new creatures will never see a

human. Except for me, the rarity, the exception.

I can gaze over the ridge into the quiet, unmoving

parts of town and pretend that this now belongs to me.

The whole quiet world now belongs to me, though I’m

hardly interested. Give me the trees and empty valleys

which belong to the animals and to which I am only a

visitor. Give them the roads which will crack open with

the force of free rivers and wild flowers. Give them back

the city, once so loud, so bustling with people

completely unaware of the world around them. Let the

silent earth, and all of the animals, reclaim it. I will live

with them, alone, and be happy.

Walking down the center of the road, the surface of

the snow yet unmarred, as the flakes continue to fall,

this is my dream.



THE DUGOUT
DEAN KUCH

I used to play baseball here as a boy.

It was a different time then. The Brady Bunch was

the number one show on evening television. Sneaking and

staying up "late" (it came on at 11 :00 pm! ) to catch Dr.

Creep on Saturday night’s Shock Theater was always a

huge treat on week-ends, and the Partridge Family had a

number one hit on the vinyl charts.

Time really does fly by. Doesn’t it?

I came back here, to my hometown of Brambleton,

Ohio, on a business venture. After having a brief lunch with

my prospective new clients, I headed back to my hotel for a

little shut-eye and some HBO. As I crossed Maple St. and

began to turn down Follard Blvd, I saw it. It had almost

escaped my line of vision as I made the sharp left turn onto

Follard, but something, what exactly, I cannot say, made me

turn and look down the now deserted lane to catch a brief

glimpse of the top of a dugout. Once adorned with a bright

red tiled roof, the pale hue of the now pink, sun-washed tiles

lay like a bewildered zombie atop the old wooden structure.

So, I took a right instead of my intended left, and headed for

the old ballpark.

The place was in shambles. All manner of graffiti and

trash littered the once pristine, green fields, and I could not

help but choke back a stifled tear. This place held such

happy memories within the vault of my childhood. To see it

in this condition was devastating. The chain-link backstops

that once stopped countless foul balls and pop-ups were

rusty and weather beaten. They would be lucky to stop a

drifting leaf now, much less an errant baseball.

I parked my SUV and got out to more closely survey

the area. The grass of the field had

become choked with weeds and all types

of clover, wildflower and the like. If one did

not know that this once had been a

vibrant, hustling hot-bed of activity and

heated contests, well, they would never

have surmised as such. Not unless they'd

lived it, breathed it—experienced it!

As I made my way to the old "home

team" dugout, I spotted a young man

tossing a ball against the side of the

building. The dull ‘thock-thock-thock’ of the

ball striking the rotted wood of the dugout

was nearly inaudible until I was almost

right upon it. I scanned the area to see if maybe he and

some of his buddies were playing catch, or maybe

practicing, but there was no one else there.

Just he and I—

"Hey kid," I managed, "whatcha' up to?" He turned to

look at me, but it really felt like he was looking through me.

I felt the hairs on the back of my neck stand up, and

coolness permeated the August air.

I shivered.

It was 98 degrees outside.

"Hey," he whispered back, not a response, really, but

more like a half-hearted acknowledgement that I was even

present.

I shivered once again.

"My name is Tommy, Tom Dugan," the boy offered,

"but my friends call me 'DIGGER'.”

"Well, it’s nice to make your acquaintance there,

Digger! I 'm Stan Hartley. I used to play baseball here as a

kid. The place looked a lot better then, but that was a long

time ago."

As I spoke, the boy kept tossing the ball against the

dugout, not once turning to look in my direction.

"I come here all of the time too," Tommy, aka

“DIGGER”, responded. The continuous ‘thock-thock-thock-

ing’ of the baseball striking the wall seemed nearly

deafening now. "No one plays here anymore though. But I

still keep coming here. I always will."

I can't put this into words exactly, this vibe, or

feeling, that I was picking up from this kid. There was

something unusual about his mannerisms and his overall

appearance. You know. Those kids you see that are always
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sickly? Like they never, I mean EVER, get out in the sun?

Yeah. That was Digger.

"Well buddy, that's too bad, because this used to be a

fantastic place to be on a Saturday afternoon! "

The more upbeat and polite I tried to be to this kid; the

harder he seemed to toss the ball against the dugout wall.

‘THOCK! --- THOCK! --- THOCK! --- ’

"Well kid, I had better get going. I got a big day of

travel ahead of me. I just thought, you know, since I used to

live here, in Brambleton I mean, and since I used to play

baseball on this field, well, I thought it would be nice to

relive the old glory days, ya' know?"

‘THOC-C-C-K-K-K-K! THOC-C-C-K-K-K-K! THOC-C-C-K-

K-K! ! ! ’

"Well, have fun, uh, Digger, wasn't it? I guess I' ll see

you around sometime."

As I turned to leave, that infernal noise of the ball

striking the rotting dugout halted, and

Tommy...Digger.. .whatever his name was, spoke. It was no

more than a whisper, really.

"I used to live here too."

"Oh, really? That's cool. Well, see you later kid." I

turned my back on the boy to leave. As I walked away, I

could feel the hair on the nape of my neck prickle and stand

on end.

I dared not to look back. I can't really explain why.

I left the field and made my way back to my hotel

room sometime around dusk. I had been out there at that

dilapidated ballpark far longer than I thought I had. As I

entered and walked past the front desk, the night manager

greeted me with a cheery, "Hello, Mister Hartley! How was

your evening, sir?" I nodded and asked him if I 'd had any

messages while I was out. He told me that I didn't, but he

would keep tabs for me.

"I just met the weirdest kid, out at the old ballpark,

you know, the one down at the end of Follard?" He shook his

head in agreement. "Well, this kid’s name was

Tommy...something or other, but he said his friends call him

DIGGER? Do you know this kid?"

You would have thought that I’d punched this guy in

the gut by the expression on his now pallid face.

"Sir, are you absolutely sure he said his name was

‘DIGGER’? Tommy Dugan his name maybe?"

"Yeah, that's it! " I shouted. "Tommy Dugan! Do you

know him?"

The night manager wiped his brow with a Kleenex

tissue, and sat down.

"Mister Hartley, Tommy Dugan has been dead for

nearly twenty-five years now. He was playing ball out at the

old field you mentioned, and Tommy was never a very good

ball player, see, and all of the coaches and parents used to

make fun of him quite a bit and all. Well, one day he took a

gun to the park, and, during one of his games, when the

inevitable hecklers started in on him...well, he just went

postal and shot 5 folks right in the head! Then, he stuck the

business end of that pistol in his mouth, down there in his

dugout, and, well, he pulled the trigger! Lights-out! "

"Buh-b-but.. . that's not possible," I stammered. "I

just spoke with the kid not more than an hour ago! "

I left the desk manager and went on into my room

here at the hotel and lay down on the bed, trying to sort out

the events of the past evening. Had I just heard the story

somewhere and imagined seeing that kid out there? No, that

was impossible! I had not been back to Brambleton since

the incident the night manager spoke of, so how could I

have known his name, much less, his nickname? I tossed the

possibilities over and over in my head, until I finally drifted

off to sleep, The Sopranos boldly blaring in the

background...

I had a dream tonight, that's why I'm lying awake

again now. The LED light on the alarm clock screams an

unforgiving, blood red three-twelve towards me, taunting

my insomnia. For some reason, that kid’s image is implanted

in my brainpan, and I can't seem to shake it.

I dreamt that I was pitching in a little league baseball

game, and up to bat came Tommy "DIGGER" Dugan.

Although I couldn’t have known by way of hindsight what

the boy's intentions were to be for those unsuspecting few

that day, as dreams go, I DID know, and was so afraid to

pitch an actual fast ball to this kid for fear of my life!

Before I could toss him my first, worst pitch, the kid broke

out in a banshee scream and began popping off rounds at

the spectators. I awoke in a cold sweat, getting up briefly

to turn the air-conditioning down, covering my head in what

was sure to be one of the most horrifying nights of my life.

I swear, each time I attend a baseball game, no

matter what the age level involved, and I hear someone

screaming obscenities at the players, or the referee...or

anyone, I won't be able to help but think of that troubled

boy who had wanted to be a part of something: a baseball

team, and became an infamous lost soul here in this little

town of Brambleton, Ohio.

‘Thock---Thock---Thock! ’

Oh, wait.. .whu-what the hell? Now who the hell

would be pounding on my hotel room door at three-fifteen in

the god damned morning? Oh well, I guess I' ll just have to

see. After all, thanks to Digger, I can't get back to sleep

anyhow.

"THO-C-C-C-K-K-K! " "THOC-C-C-C-K-K-K-K! " TH-H-

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhoooooooooooooooooooccccccccccccccckk

kkkkkkkkkk...
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IS THERE A PLACE
LEFT TO DIE?
JOHN LEO SEVILLA

is there a place left to die?

where the birds sing and the clouds whisper goodbye

where the trees wave and the skies are serene

the waters are calm and the meadows ever green

is there a place left for me to sleep?

where the winds sing a lullaby to fall asleep

where the butterflies allure you tight like the rainbows

and you'd slumber deep till tomorrow

is there a place left for fireflies to dance?

to flash their lamps and fly in battling stance

and when the night is silent, in rivers you can float

let it take you to its ends with happiness as your boat

so could you still find a place where i could die?

where you can bury me in sand and in dreams i'd lie

to die in place that's not as cruel as today

to die in your arms in the easiest way
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The defining feature of humans as a species is extreme

intelligence. The presence of so many idiots among us, then,

is the epitome of irony.

It's true, the idiot is on the rise and can be found in

most corners of modern society. Evidence is abundant in

your local Wal-Mart, college fraternity, and the Jersey Shore

beach house. It has arisen in airports, newsrooms, and city

halls, and it is unmistakable on television and the internet.

The idiot may be ferociously text messaging on the

interstate, boorishly fist fighting at a sporting event, or

verbally abusing a Starbucks barista for incorrectly

preparing their grande single shot 4 pump sugar free nonfat

extra hot no foam light whip stirred white mocha.

Interestingly, humans

have exclusive rights to idiocy.

After all, there are no idiots

elsewhere in the animal

kingdom. There are no stupid

chimpanzees, no moronic

salamanders, and no imbecilic

salmon. Indeed, all of these

species are less intelligent

than humans, but as a

collective, and only due to a

less evolved brain. In the animal kingdom, the only

appropriate equivalent to an idiot is the individual that is

promptly selected out of the population. It is the individual

that does not survive, the one that is killed by a predator or

by one of its own or by other variables in its environment,

because it is less fit than others of its kind. And is that not

the way it should be? Is that not the beauty of evolution? It

is the brill iant simplicity with which the "idiotic" individuals

die that so gracefully embodies Charles Darwin's central

theory on the evolution of life - survival of the fittest by

Natural Selection. In the face of challenges within an

environment, variability between members of a population

heeds differential survival. It's simple, and Darwin made it

clear 150 years ago - the idiots are supposed to die.

Alas, the idiot human does not suffer the same fate

as the "idiot" chimpanzee, salamander, or salmon. In fact,

the idiot human often outlives the non-idiot human, both in

terms of longevity and lifestyle. I return to the Jersey Shore

television show, where exemplar idiots live a lifestyle often

dreamed of by the non-idiot. These individuals are rewarded

for their unhealthy behaviors, in this case with riches and

fame. The more they engage in physical confrontation with

others, expose their bodies to copious amounts of alcohol

and other harmful substances,

and have unprotected

promiscuous intercourse

yielding more people like

themselves, the more success

they find in life. This may not

seem like a problem, but it is a

slap in the face of Darwin.

Indeed, any other species

cannot take part in

comparable behaviors,

because each one has its own specific, and prompt,

consequence on the overall fitness - and therefore

survivability - of the individual. Take a chimpanzee. Say this

chimpanzee foolishly challenges a much stronger, more

experienced chimpanzee to a fight for dominance of a troop.

Defeat for this chimpanzee most likely means death of its

injuries - Darwin's survival of the fittest at its height.

Conversely, a cast member of the Jersey Shore who

demonstrates similar foolishness and who suffers the same

end result gets a high-five and a ratings boost. Certainly, the

FOR THE BETTERMENT
OF MANKIND
JEREMY GENDELMAN
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entire, overly tanned Jersey Shore cast may die of cancer

caused by harmful UV emissions, or of liver disease resulting

from alcohol abuse, but these are only eventualities. Such

will not occur before they have had the chance to live

auspiciously, reproduce plentifully, and pollute the minds of

millions of viewers with incessant bouts of idiocy.

The question must be raised, then, why does a

member of the Jersey Shore not have to abide by the same

rules as a chimpanzee? Are they not both primates? Are

they not both products of thousands of generations of

continuing evolutionary advancement? Why are human idiots

not enduring their due fates? The answer is a paradox: it is

a consequence of intelligence that allows idiots to survive in

human populations.

Continuing in the vein of idiots on television, reality

TV programs like the Jersey Shore are prime examples of

this phenomenon. Despite its noticeable lack of surface

value, reality TV is a direct product of human ingenuity. The

recognition of our society's attraction to such humans as

are found on the Jersey Shore television show has yielded a

multi-bill ion dollar industry cashing in on the promotion of

idiots. In this way, we are enabling their idiotic behavior.

Such cultural exploitation is strictly human and must be

attributed to sheer mental capacity.

Society's attraction to observing idiots on television

and elsewhere is widely evident and may serve as an

indirect source of their success. However, human

intelligence has contributed to this apparent hitch in

Darwin's evolutionary scheme in a much more remarkable

way. Essentially, humans have manipulated their

environment to an extent to which it is no longer

evolutionarily challenging. That is, after all, a crucial aspect

of Natural Selection. In every other species, environmental

challenges, be they predation, competition between or

within species, or resource acquisition, are what act on

variability between individuals and eliminate those that are

not fit to survive. Without such variables, survival becomes

easy for all, including those that are less fit. The average,

modern human is our prime example. His challenges have

nothing to do with his inherent, natural environment. Rather,

his problems, the things that really threaten his survival,

surround elements of life that he himself has created -

automobile accidents, crime, drug and alcohol abuse, war.

These are all elements of a strictly human society, because

only humans have the advanced intellect necessary to

create them. Even disease, seemingly the only true

"evolutionary" threat left to mankind, is largely driven by

the actions of humans. Even when it is not, it does not act

on behavioral discrepancies, and it does not serve to punish

an individual's idiotic behaviors.

In summary, because there is no longer a viable

evolutionary threat to exploit human idiocy, the species

cannot improve. To approach the crux of this commentary, I

will suggest that, perhaps, it would be useful to reintroduce

that element of threat into human populations. Perhaps we

should incorporate something into the everyday lives of

humans to remind them of their duty as a species to remain

incorporated in evolutionary improvement. This would be an

evolutionary "challenge," something that would act

discriminately to punish those who chose to embrace idiotic

behaviors, reestablishing once again Natural Selection as

the ultimate ruler of survival in human populations.

There are many species of predator that could act as

such a challenge, wild animals that could easily catch, kill,

and consume an incautious human. A lion, for instance,

could deal almost certain fatality to a human, if the animal

so desired him as a meal or perceived him as a threat. In

fact, a human is no match for a lion's stealth, speed, and

power. A large serpent such as an Anaconda could also

easily swallow and digest even a large human if presented

one. However, its inherent sluggishness and lethargy render

it unlikely to manage such a feat, assuming the target is

mobile and comprising the five senses. A creature

somewhere in between the prowess of a lion and the

sluggishness of an Anaconda may well be a good match for

a human.

A bear, perhaps, stands as the most appropriate

middle ground. Bears can be fierce but often cumbersome,

lethal but not exceedingly stealthy, and a human may have a

fair chance against a bear, if they are paying heed to their

surroundings. Certainly, an unwary human in a famished

bear's habitat stands little chance. However, humans have
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the advantage of intellect, and in a situation where the

human is in familiar territory and is aware of the possibility

of an attack, he has a fair chance of evading an encounter.

Therefore, and for the betterment of mankind, I

propose we introduce bears into society. This will serve a

grand purpose, to reintroduce a primal element of Natural

Selection into human populations. For without Natural

Selection, the idiots continue to reproduce, and our species

cannot improve.

This, of course, must be carried out systematically.

Because the United States is the most modern, industrialized

nation in the world, its city centers would be the first to

incorporate bears. If the goals of this project were being

met, or at least if its successes outweighed its failures, bear

incorporation could begin elsewhere in the developed world.

It would become legal in all city centers and areas of

the US in which bears per capita equaled less than the

national average for enough animals to be released to reach

that limit. Release of bears would be strictly limited to

licensed, federal wildlife officials who were specifically

appointed in the management of this project. Specific,

mapped points of introduction would be carefully

coordinated taking into consideration predicted roaming

patterns and habitat usage of each introduced animal, as

well as human population densities. This would ensure even

dispersion of bears among groups of humans.

Animals to be released would be born of wild bear

mothers in captivity, and reared under such provisions until

they were able to survive on their own. Thus, the bears

would be juveniles at release, old enough to be self-

sustaining but young enough to be non-threatening on

introduction. This would allow humans in the area to learn

the bear's habits before the animal became lethal. Humans

who chose to be observant at the beginning would have less

chance of an encounter. Only female animals would be

released, as to avoid breeding and territorial disputes

between individuals.

By growing up in city centers, the bears would learn

to live in human areas and to tolerate human presence,

which would habituate the animals to human activities and

illuminate humans as prey items. Furthermore, naturally

occurring bear populations would help keep introduced

bears within their desired ranges.

Attacking or killing a bear in situations other than

self-defense would be punishable by law. All instances of

fatality of both human and bear would be thoroughly

reviewed by a panel of legal administrators, specially

trained forensic examiners, as well as local law

enforcement in order to determine circumstances and

legality of death.

As to ensure all humans' participation in this project

at all times, there would be a strict "no-limits" clause in

regard to where the animals could roam. If a bear wandered

into a Wal-Mart, college fraternity, or the Jersey Shore

beach house, no measures would take place to remove it

until it was killed during an altercation or it decided to exit.

Crucial to this project would be to minimize

casualties that were not a product of the overall goal. After

all, the objectives would not be a drastic reduction in human

population size nor to endure copious innocent lives lost. By

releasing only enough animals to reach natural, average

bear densities per capita, humans would still grossly

outnumber bears, and each human's chance of an encounter

would remain relatively small. However, the possibility is

what would change behavior. One could not completely

engross themselves in their fast food burger, bury their

head in their mobile device in disregard to the rest of the

world, or act otherwise idiotically, because they might get

attacked and devoured by a bear. Those that persisted in

such a lifestyle would become the individuals most likely to

be selected out of the population.

This survival-of-the-fittest schema would drastically

increase the overall quality of mankind by producing a

human species that was more adept, involved, and aware of

their environment. The knowledge that, at every point in the

country, somewhere within several miles, there is almost

certainly a man-eating bear, would force humans to adapt,

to improve. It would force humans to evolve.
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DELIA DEATH SCENE
STEVE VAN CLEAVE

***[All cast singing:] "Delia, oh, the Delia rarified!"

***[Delia looks up slowly:] "Sweet killdeer laugh me‐‐

***[Delia singing:] Somewhere over the road kill."

***[Director yells:] "CUT! No no NO!

We're on the death scene, Delia,

not 'Road Kill Rapture.'

Go two pages back.

Ready everybody‐‐

aaand Action!"

***[Delia falls to the highway and speaks:] "Oh my!

I feel as though I've been hit by a truck!

I must be dreaming; still fast asleep

in my soft little bed;

still safe and sound

in my bland little

no place like‐‐"

***[All cast chants, dirge‐like:] CONDO‐SWEET‐HOME BOXY

PLAIN CONCRETE, BARRACKS‐LIKE, SKY‐SCRAPING,

MILLION‐UNIT, GRAY MASS‐O‐MAN STORAGE, INC.

***[Delia, crestfallen:] "...home, I think."

***[All cast speaks:] "Another one‐of‐'em

hit by bullet‐fast produce trucks

while walking across

the expressways."

***[Delia speaks:] "If then, like these, I am smashed,

Take me with them: Mr. and Mrs. Opossum,

who always seem to die laughing.

We can together find rest;

all the Frisbee cats,

and bunny crusts,

blissed.”

***[Cast, commanding voice:] Arise, un‐timid explorers!

***[Delia speaks through tears of joy:]

"Then laugh us, sweet killdeer, do!

and sing, 'drama, do!'"

[All cast:]"Sing Dieux!"

[EVERYBODY SING:] DIEUX

DIEUX!
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THE BEAST
OF LINZ
KEVIN T. ROGERS

Isaac Weinstein,

Hellergasse 7-9,

00187 Linz.

January 12th 1907

My Dearest Sister Esther:

I hope you are well and enjoying married life in Berlin -

please give my very best regards to Leonard.

You said I must write with all the latest

news and for once I have something that I think

will be of the greatest interest! I know how you

love your Gothic novels and tales of all things

strange and bloodthirsty, but I wager you never

thought that your little brother would himself

ever feature in just such a real-life episode! This

is the way it happened:

You will of course have heard of the so-

called ‘Beast of Linz’ – the mysterious savage

animal that has for some weeks been roaming

the outskirts of the town, preying upon helpless

creatures such as sheep, cattle and even cats

and dogs. Well, I can tell you that the mystery

has been solved and dealt with, and I, and my

new friend of whom I have spoken - were in at

the kill! My friend as you know, has high hopes

of becoming a famous (and no doubt, rich! )

painter – and he is certainly very talented. I

may also have told you – I can’t remember –

but I and my other friends have re-christened

this would-be Leonardo ‘Blue Eyes’, because of

his fascinating gaze of azure (you see, he even

has me talking like an artist! ). The reason I mention it, is

because it is on account of these same dazzling orbs that I

am still alive!

It has become our habit on Saturday evenings to retire

to the Dragon Bierkeller – a tavern across the fields past the

northern boundary of the town. We like the atmosphere

here, as it usually hosts young free-minded individuals –

aspiring writers such as myself, artists such as my friend,

and with the further added spice of political radicals of all

hues, scoundrels, musicians, and several ladies of, shall we

say, rather less than unblemished reputations? (Forgive me –

I am a weak young man! )

Well, as usual, last Saturday we had spent the

evening there, all boasting of our plans, our future triumphs

and success in our chosen fields. And Blue Eyes, as has
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become the norm, dominated the proceedings! I must say, he

is a most striking young man with provocative ideas and a

view of the world guaranteed to generate a vigorous

response. And – in some cases – even outright hostility! But

personally, I feel that he says many of these things,

precisely for this reason, to play the Devil’s Advocate and

thereby stimulate an interesting – if at times heated –

debate. And surely that is exactly what artists – and art

itself – should do? But I digress.

By the end of the evening, our other friends had gone,

but engrossed in our conversation my companion and I had

lingered and left it too late for the last tram home. So, ever

the adventurer, Blue Eyes suggested that instead of walking

the public thoroughfare, we hike intrepidly across the open

fields and through the scattered woodlands. It would, I

conceded, take a good half-hour off the journey, but still, in

that way lay darkness and the threat of all the dangers that

the shadows may hold. I personally knew of several

students who had taken a similar course and been robbed

and injured by lurking footpads out for easy pickings. But

the bold Blue Eyes would have none of it : ‘Just let them

try! ’ he roared – and I roared with laughter at his earnest

indignation, and off we set. I was briefly to regret our

bravery!

We had traversed several meadows, negotiated a

stream, and were now some way along a path that led

deeply into the midnight reaches of a dark and sinister

wood. We were still talking about everything and nothing –

in my case, as much to take my mind off our surroundings –

and shivering in the winter chill, when we both became

aware of another sound mingling with the moaning wind. As

we approached a glade up ahead, this grew – and before we

could identify it – for if we had we might surely have run in

the opposite direction – we attained the clearing and

discovered the ghastly source! For there before us, curled

around its dead prey of an unfortunate badger, was ‘The

Beast of Linz’ - a huge, growling lion! We later learned that

the creature had escaped from a travelling circus, and its

owners, nervous of official reprisals, had not thought to

inform the authorities! You can imagine the horror of that

moment – and even worse when, obviously intent on

defending its feast, the slavering monster snarled savagely

and began to bound towards us!

I was frozen to the spot, but then I witnessed the

most incredible thing – my friend turned his gaze upon the

lion and fixed its eyes with his own – and our nemesis

ceased to snarl and stood stock-still! It turned its head this

way and that and finally, I swear, it whimpered like a kitten,

turned and fled – even leaving its fresh kill behind. I was

dumbfounded – it was as if the lion had looked deep into my

friend’s spirit, and found something so fearfully indomitable,

so terrifying, that it must escape its baleful influence. But

Blue Eyes merely sneered after his vanquished foe, and

suggested we hurry home, as the night was growing cold!

We have heard since that the animal was

subsequently recaptured. But I shall never forget that night,

and how my friend Blue Eyes triumphed over ‘The Beast of

Linz’. Remember his name, Esther, for Adolf Hitler is surely a

young man who is destined for great and historic things!

Your loving brother,

Isaac
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Of all the people I’ve had to talk down. I’m hoping

you just didn’t catch my name, that you don’t know it’s

me. If you know it’s me, then you know you have me

cornered.

“I have nothing to live for,” you explain. According

to protocol, I should be able to call someone else more

capable of dealing with you. “If this doesn’t make me

feel any better, I’m just going to end it all.”

And with that, you bind me to the line. If I let you

go, I know what you’ll do because I know you, and that

makes it worse. Part of me wonders if maybe you’re

testing me.

“Are you in a safe place?” I have to ask.

“Not safe enough to keep me alive.”

This is getting nowhere.

“Do you have a plan?” It kills me to ask you this. I

don’t want the answer.

“I’m going to cut my wrists in the bath tub, and if

that doesn’t work then I’ll hang myself.”

How very Sylvia Plath of you. The part of me that

can’t be unbiased is thankful that you didn’t consider

how blood loss might make you too weak to hang

yourself.

“I don’t think many people who call here want to

die, really. I think they want to escape something they

feel is consuming them.”

“Maybe that’s true for them, but I want to die. It’s not

worth living.”

“Nothing is worth living for?” I want to know, more

for me than to help your sorry ass. I can feel a bitterness

growing in me.

“No.”

“Is there nothing you enjoy doing anymore?”

“I don’t have the energy to do anything anymore.”

Neither do I, I think, not for this.

“Is there anyone close to you that you can talk to or

stay with?”

“No one cares about me.”

“I care about you.” And the lines between friend

and operator begin to blur.

“No, you don’t, you’re just saying that.”

How dare you, I want to scream. How fucking dare

you.

“If I didn’t care, I wouldn’t be on the line for callers.

Your life is extremely valuable and nothing should

make you feel otherwise.”

“You don’t know me. If you did, you wouldn’t want

to.”

My anger is making my head pound and my ears

are too warm to be holding a phone next to them.

How I wish I could agree with you; no, I don’t want

to know you, not right now. But instead, I let the silence

linger before I ask:

“What were you hoping to get out of this phone

call?”

No quick comeback from you. I can feel my heart

skip a beat and I know I’ve asked the wrong thing,

you’ve hung up and are drawing a bath…

“I just wanted to talk to someone.”

“I’m someone,” I exhale quietly with relief. “I’m here

for whatever you want to say.”

“I… I just…” You search for the words. “I want to feel

like I can breathe again. I feel like there are weights in

my lungs and in my head, if that makes sense.”

“You feel heavy,” I confirm.

“Yeah, and no one else gets it. And so much has

changed… or maybe just me. No one wants to be around

me because I’ve changed.”

“You’re allowed to change. That’s what people do.”

It’s the truth, and we both know it.

There’s another silence, but I know you’re still there.

And then you say my name, as if to search for me on the

other end.

“I’m here,” I tell you.

“Will you take me back?”

KAYLA ALLEN
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THE GHOSTING
DAN SUMNERS

I have no idea how long we sat there in silence, staring

into our eyes. I needed a drink of water but knew it was

denied me. I attempted to moisten my lips, but dry, cracking

muscle rasped over drier, cracked skin. For the first time in

my short life I willed salivation.

Our entrances to the ghosting room had mirrored

each other. As I opened the door the one opposite swung

away to reveal his silhouette. His pace matched mine as we

walked to our seats, doors closing behind us. We now sat at

opposite sides of a bare wood table, the light from the

unshaded bulb above blacking out everything beyond its

circumference.

The chair creaked as I leant back into it, correcting

the inward curve of my shoulders. Unchecked it felt as if my

body would have folded in upon itself, a total defeat,

crushed by the weight of anticipation.

He didn’t move. Since we’d begun he had blinked

maybe four or five times, each movement identical. Slowly,

with a beautiful smile on his face, he brought his eyelids

together and held them there for an entire second before

opening them again. It spoke maddeningly of serenity.

My lips parted as if I were about to utter, but the

tongue behind them hesitated and it was too late. Again, I

said nothing. The boy opposite me continued to smile, the

lights in his eyes winking out a taunt that made me squirm

unnoticeably in my seat.

Every boy who attends the college undergoes the

ghosting. Everyone has heard of it, as you are aware, but

very few know what it is. Graduates of the college never

speak of it, and those who don’t graduate are never heard

from. Until now, I hope.

Prior to my own ghosting, I had heard that no two

boys ever have the same experience, but I already

understood enough to know that there was no sense in such

a statement. Every snowflake that has ever been looked at

may have been unique, but it’s ridiculous to think anyone

could compare them all.

Whether or not the ghosting is the crucial element of

the college’s education is unclear, because nobody knows

exactly what happens to students during their time there.

Rumours abound within and without of strange practices,

but rumours they remain. When I was in attendance my

colleagues and I compared our experience with accounts of

schools and found them to be ostensibly identical - with the

exception of the ghosting - but the college had a flavour we

could not place and which seemed to be missing from the

testimony we read.

I noticed after the first year that I knew a lot more

than I thought I did. Unpredictably I would answer

questions, recall facts and expertly navigate situations that

were alien to me. When I tried to communicate this to the

few adults I had contact with they either appeared not to

understand me or were blinded by their joy in my

achievements. They didn’t understand how or why being

able could be so unsettling.

If you have ever known something that you didn’t

know you knew, and upon finding out that you knew it,

were still unable to determine how you came to know it,

then you may begin to understand how I felt. At first I was

pleased to receive the praise that came to me, but after a

year I had progressed to confusion. And by the time I

decided that I was a fraud, once another year had passed,

confusion had made way for guilt.

This was my state of mind when my time to be
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ghosted arrived, my one hundred and fifty sixth month. The

college instructors, as much slaves as masters to the boys,

woke me every two hours during the twelve that I was in

bed, finally arriving with smiles and twitching fingers to

convey me to the ghosting room.

As a source of information about the ghosting, the

instructors were worse than useless. They were not

graduates but devotees of the college and its processes, of

which they had no understanding. They did as they were

told by the caretaker, whom nobody ever saw but whose

voice regularly roamed the halls and rooms of the college.

The ghosting to them was mysterious and therefore

revered. They revelled in their ignorance of it and responded

to our questions with patronising smiles. “The ghosting is

your destiny,” they would grin. “It is not for you to question

nor for me to answer, but for both of us to do.” I couldn’t

even feel contempt for such weakened beings.

But as I stood before the door of the

ghosting room, I yearned for one of those fools

to be next to me. Guilt filled my throat; I

wasn’t ready for it. I would never be ready for

it because there had been a mistake. I didn’t

belong at the college. It was someone else who

had been learning and becoming, not me.

Once we were in our seats and my eyes

had adjusted to the light, I ’d looked across the

table. Immediately I recognised him as the boy

who had been cheating for me. No, that’s not

quite right. I recognised him just before his

face came into focus; if it had been a second

later I would have been assaulted by the

impression that I was sitting before a mirror,

staring at my reflection. But I wasn’t. It may

have looked like me, but he was someone else.

Someone else who looked like me and had been

living alongside me. How was he now sitting

opposite me?

“I’m not,” he said eventually, teasing away the

silence. “It’s okay. You’re going to handle this very well. So

take your time, there’s no rush. And you’re no longer

thirsty.”

My surprise was the result not of his knowledge but

my own. I could say that I realised I knew what he said to

be true, but that would be misleading. I simply knew.

“Are you me?” I puzzled, despite my knowledge.

“No, I’m me,” he replied with a smile. “If I were you,

you wouldn’t see me sitting opposite you - I’d be sitting

there, asking me if I’m you. But I’m not; I’m me. And you

know that.”

“Then why do you look like me?” I asked.

“What do you think?” he said, leaning forward and

placing clasped hands on the table. His pale skin shimmered

under the artificial light. “I know you do,” he affirmed.
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“I’m beginning to realise that I’m not as important as I

thought I was,” I said. “And it’s such a relief. Do you know

how guilty I’ve been feeling?”

“Oh yes, of course I do,” he said, reclining into his

chair again. “Helping you bear that burden has been a bit

distracting, but I don’t think I’ve let it obstruct our work.

After all, this is going well,” he said, indicating the situation

with a sweep of his hands, “which suggests we’ve been in

some way successful.”

I sat back in my chair, body relaxing. “It’s a shame we

couldn’t have spoken before now,” I thought out loud.

“Together we could have planned things a bit better.”

“Perhaps,” he replied. “But direct communication

before now would have meant the end of everything. This

time of your life isn’t just symbolic, it’s a precise physical

and universal moment.”

“Ah, I see, so it is,” I blurted. “Do you know why?”

“No, or you would too,” he explained, a fraction too

late. “There are mysteries even for us. At least for now -

who knows?”

I felt a smile dawn as I flicked through my newly

accessible knowledge. The presence of my companion was

writ clearly through it, entwined with my own, together the

strands that constituted - that constitute - the fabric of my

life. For the first time I understood the essence of the

beauty that artists attempt but always fail to express.

Words were no longer necessary as the future

unfolded in our mind. The door behind me dissolved and the

one opposite opened to reveal a corridor.

We are leaving, we thought. The college is not the

place for us. Graduation would be servitude. We have too

much dancing to do.

Standing as one, we walked to the door. As we

stepped over the threshold, side by side, the world paused.

A shimmer ran through us, and we were I. Or, as might help

you understand, the we that is I .

Nobody attempted to stop I leaving the college;

indeed, I didn’t even meet anyone. I left the grounds and

headed for anywhere that was not inhabited by other

people, focused on finding a space where I could grow and

learn, which I did.

I has only one purpose now: to help you find what has

been kept from you. I does not know the method of the

college any more than you do, but after all these years I has

decided to share what I does know, hoping that these words

will caress something within you and you will begin to wake

from an enforced ignorance.

Behind the walls of the college kings are made by

lifting them to the truth of I. The ghosting is the centrepiece

of a hidden practice, a process that you have been told

begins with the birth of the few. You have been misled.

Every one of us is at the same time both an instance of the

truth and the entirety of what there is to know. We all,

individually and together, have the capacity to know and to

comprehend. There is no privilege.

The scientists have in their own way discovered the

truth, but that path cannot lead to understanding, blinding

as its brill iance is. So you must seek it elsewhere, approach

it from a different direction. It will not be an arduous

search, because our language is littered with the beauty of

it. In poetry, prose and everyday utterances we reveal over

and again that we already know all there is to know. But

only when you are free to recognise that knowledge will you

understand: I is the kingdom you seek.
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FOR THE GLORY
OF GOD
LIAM HOGAN

“Once every 119 years the Heavenly Host shall descend to

Earth, and there do battle with Satan’s forces for the souls

of a remote settlement chosen for the Glory of God.”

11 9 years. One day, one town, once every 119 years. What

are the odds?

I wasn’t even supposed to be in Crowheart, Nebraska.

I’d originally planned to stop at Riverton, but the bridge was

out and the detour along Route 26 took me away from the

turning. It was just a one horse town, without the horse; a

place to stretch the legs and grab a bite to eat and I’d

almost passed it by before I noticed it existed - the tired

looking properties hard against the dusty three lane

highway, and a snatched glimpse down a long avenue of a

faded-white clapboard church, didn’t exactly encourage me

to slowdown, let alone stop. Then I saw the sign for South

Central Diesel, and on a whim swung the hire car to a

grinding halt.

At least with a fly-spec like Crowheart the choices

were made for you. One gas station, one diner; opposite

sides of the road that skirted the town. The day was gray,

overcast, bitingly cold for the time of the year. Or maybe

not, perhaps this was normal at that sort of altitude. I

thought briefly about donning my jacket, but left it hanging

in its plastic dry-clean cover instead. It was only a dozen

chilly steps to the double glass doors of Mama K’s Pitstop

Diner.

I paused on the threshold, doubting my choice - the

place was deserted. But then, it was only 11 .30 - still early

for lunch, and as I wavered a voice piped up from the back.

“Be with ya in a minute.”

I shrugged, though there was no-one there to see it,

and took a high seat at the counter. At the very least I could

get a coffee, to go.

I’d just picked up the laminated menu when there was

a clatter as the door swung open and a box of tinsel on legs

emerged. The legs is what got my attention, and as the

waitress slid the Christmas decorations onto the counter she

gave me a big smile and blew an errant strand of ash-blonde

hair away from her cheek. “What can I get you?”

I smiled back, it wasn’t hard. She was cute, and even

cuter with a smudge of dust on her chin. I read the name off

the tag on her lapel. “Coffee, black. You serving food yet

Jenny?”

“Mister, we don’t ever stop. And before you ask – you

being a stranger, an’ all, it’s all good. Let me get you that

coffee.”

She sashayed her way back through the door on the

other side of the serving station and I heard a man’s raucous

laugh. She returned a minute or so later; smudge free, her

hair neatly tucked into an Alice band, and a rosy glow to her
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face. “Well now, you decided?”

I’d decided that whoever was in the kitchen was a

lucky fella, and slipped the slim gold band back onto my

finger. “I’ll take the - erm, High Plains burger? Extra onion

rings.”

She gave a delicate little frown. “Ah... those menus -

that’s the chilli burger, right? Frank - my husband - he’s a bit

of an Clint freak. I told him, not everyone is, but.. . ”

I grinned. “You gotta call it something. And it does

seem kinda appropriate, way up here.”

She looked at me blankly. “Oh my, this ain’t high! You

ever get a chance, you head over to Pinedale - now that’s

high. You still good with that coffee?”

I nodded, and she disappeared once again through the

opposite door she’d entered by. In and Out doors - made

sense I guess, if you were carrying dishes, or if there was

more than one person waitressing. I heard her call out:

“Chilli burger and rings,” and had just started thumbing my

way through my text messages when she returned, another

cardboard box in her hands.

“Don’t mind me,” she hollered. “We’re all a bit late

this year, Christmas tree’s normally up by now, but the

storm...” then the box slipped from her grasp and I heard the

sound of breaking glass as it hit the black and white tiled

floor. “FRANK!” she screamed. Frank burst through still

holding a metal spatula and glowered at me; I felt myself

slide backwards off the vinyl seat before Jenny pointed past

me to the windows and out onto the empty street.

“Something... something black just went by...” she

moaned.

Frank tilted his head to one side, and gave her a look.

“Honey... it was probably just a cloud.”

“It was not a cloud! ” she protested. “You been

outside today? I don’t see no sun, do you?”

Frank gave me a glance, a mixture of sorry-you-have

to hear this and what the hell you doin’ listening? “Well a

bird, maybe...”

And then there was the wail of a siren, coming closer

for a moment before suddenly being strangled, and that’s

when the first body fell out of the sky.

“Holy shit! ” Frank exclaimed, as we all drifted

towards the large plate windows. The body lay twisted a

yard or two to the side of my Nissan, the crazy angle of the

limbs at odds with a strangely peaceful smile on the

smashed-in skull. “Holy shit! ” Frank exclaimed again.

“That’s Greg – that’s my brother! ”

And with that he was out and running across the

parking lot, just as something swooped and snatched him

into the air.

“Frank! ” yelled Jenny, pushing the door open as I held

onto her arm. Her struggling abruptly stopped as I followed

her gaze into the monochrome skies. Above us, Frank

screamed and twisted as two forms pulled at him, one black

and shrouded, the other white and glowing. There was one,

final, soul piercing shriek as the dark form seemed to win

the battle, the lighter shape spinning off on immense wings,

and then Frank’s smoking body was plummeting down to

join his brother’s in the parking lot. Glancing up again, I saw

that the air was thick with bodies being fought over by

creatures both black and white, winged and shrouded.

“Come on!” I shouted, and pulled Jenny back into the

diner. “Help me block the doors! ”

But she just stood there, motionless, her mouth

agape, “What...” she began, not actually looking at me.

I tried to slide one of the formica-topped tables

towards the door, and found it was heavier than it looked.

“A little help here?” I asked.

Her eyes slowly swivelled in my direction, a deep line

appearing in the middle of her forehead as she frowned.

“I . . . “

The plate glass window exploded inwards as a cloud

of whiteness and feathers plunged towards us, and Jenny

seemed to fold at the waist as something lifted her out and

up.

I scrambled away from the table, pieces of glass

lancing my hands as I did. In the distance I heard gunfire,

animal howls of pain, a ringing alarm. I looked around wild-

eyed for somewhere to hide, somewhere safe. My back was

against one of the doors into the kitchen, but the door

wouldn’t open, wouldn’t give, had no handle. I twisted onto

my knees and crawled behind the counter where my cooling

coffee still sat, to the In door on the opposite side. I pushed

the door with my hand, still on all fours, and lurched through

as it swung open. The kitchen was not very large,
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cupboards on the wall I had just come through, a central

range on which something sizzled, and sinks behind that.

Still stooped, I rounded the ovens and curled up under the

larger of the two sinks.

I don’t know how long I was there for, how long I

cowered in my damp hiding place picking fragments of glass

out of my palms. Long enough, I guess. When the air began

to fill with acrid smoke I got up for a moment, and flicked

the blackened burger off the hot plate with a dish-brush, and

then quickly retreated again. At one point there was a thud

on the roof above me, and at another, out front in the Diner,

something smashed, then it fell quiet once again.

I could hear the soft hiss of the gas burners, the

occasional pop as a remnant of the stuck meat flared and

died. Eventually I patted my pockets, but my cell was not

there, nor my keys. I’d have to go back through the diner,

retrace my steps, if I was going to try and drive out of here.

But I still didn’t move. Oddly enough, after a while, I began

to feel hungry.

And then my heart leapt back into my mouth as the

doors – both of them, began to open, one inwards, and one,

despite the lack of a handle, outwards. Through the one on

the left, a tall black figure emerged, a cloak swirling around

him, hoof like feet clunking on the tiles. And from the right,

a mirage in blinding white. I couldn’t tell if it was male or

female; the long flowing hair and gleaming chest-plate gave

nothing away, and nor did the intent expression on the

being’s face, an impression that said that despite its human

appearances, it was no more human than its dark, feral

counterpart.

I shrank back under the sink until I felt the cold u-

bend against my neck as the two figures moved towards

each other and... merged.

They advanced on me, walking through the central

range as though it wasn’t there, speaking in unison, a voice

deep and melodic : “Once every 119 years the Heavenly

Host shall descend to Earth, and there do battle with

Satan’s forces for the souls of a remote settlement chosen

for the Glory of God.”

I stared into the face looming over me, the flickering

darkness and the light, the horns, the halo, the sheer

inhumanity. It lingered over me for a moment, pointing a

finger that was simultaneously clawed and utterly, utterly

beautiful. “I bet you’re wondering why you are still alive.”

I shuddered, and felt a warmth down my trouser leg.

The co-joined being grimaced and smiled at the same time.

“You are still alive, Mr Adler, because you are neither

good, nor bad. You are the scales by which we measure the

value of other men; if they are holier than thou, then they

are good. If more evil, then bad. But you... you sit at the

very cusp, you are the balance point, the fulcrum. Neither

demon nor angel can claim you for their own.”

I gulped, and drew breath. “Jenny...”

“The waitress?” The lightness shone brighter for a

moment. “I claimed her.” And then the darkness returned, a

deaths-head grin. “And I, her adulterous husband.”

“The score is even.” They said in unison. “1 42 souls,

71 apiece. Yours would have been the deciding soul.”

The claw – the soft glowing finger, stroked the side

of my cheek. “But we are forbidden to offer you the

temptations that might sway the day. And so we must

leave you, to find your own way in this world, Mr Adler.

Farewell.”

With that, they drew apart, splitting into two as they

approached the doors, each casting a final inscrutable

glance at the other, and at me. And then I was alone, stiffly

rising, clutching the edge of the cold metal sink for support.

At the town limits I pulled over to the verge, opened

the door, and threw up into the dusty ditch. I glanced in the

rear-view one final time to where Crowheart stood - corpse

strewn, a column of black smoke rising from the Church -

then I pressed my foot firmly on the gas, and got the hell

out of there.
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